
  

Lower Layer Network Protocols

Based on a lecture by Dan Boneh of Stanford U. 



  

Lower Layer Network Protocols

IP
   Standardizes the way machines over the Internet or any 
   IP network forward or route their packets based on their 
   IP addresses.  IP + TCP = reliable data delivery

Does not have port information
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IP Protocol Functions
   Routing
      IP host knows location of router (gateway)
      IP gateway must know route to other networks

   Fragmentation and Reassembly
      if max-packet-size less than the user-data-size

   Error Reporting
      ICMP packet to source if packet is dropped

   Time to Live
      decremented after every hop
      packet dropped if TTL = 0
      prevents infinite loops.
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IP Protocol Vulnerability
   No Source Authentication
      Client trusted to provide a correct IP address
      Anyone with root access can forge a source address
      Response packets will be returned to forged address 

   Exploitation
      Denial of Service – use IoT devices to initiate many
      connections to a vulnerable server using bogus
      source addresses, overloading network stack

      Enables worm infection from an anonymous source
      on vulnerable servers (e.g. Microsoft SQL Server
      Slammer worm – exploiting buffer overflow)  
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IP – ARP (Address Resolution Protocol)
 

   ARP Poisoning
      Need to resolve a MAC address against an IP addr
      Broadcast “Who has 10.63.1.1 Tell 10.63.1.91”
      Assumes devices will be honest
      Mostly fixed with static ARP Cache  
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IP – Interdomain Routing
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IP – OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)
   OSPF
      Routing protocol in networks consisting of a collection
      of routers whose prefixes and routing policies are 
      under common administrative control (e.g. UC – uc.edu)

      In other words, a domain over which an ISP has 
      autonomy (thus, Autonomous System (AS)) 

      OPSF is one of the most widely deployed interior
      gateway routing protocols 

   CISCO – 2013
      Attacker may change routing tables, block & intercept 
      traffic
      Link State Advertisement packets are not properly
      authenticated – presented at Black Hat conference
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IP – BGP (Border Gateway Protocol)
   BGP
      Exterior gateway protocol that is used to route traffic 
      from one Autonomous System to another

      Ridiculously simple protocol developed in the 1990s
      when the internet was still relatively safe

   Vulnerability
      Rule: use most specific route
      Suppose an ISP has IP prefixes 10.0.x.x.  A second ISP
      may 'advertise' the same set of prefixes along with
      routing characteristics such as fewer hops, less 
      congestion, higher throughput to divert traffic to its
      network!

   Example - 2008
      Youtube addr range: 208.65.152.0/22 (inc. 208.65.153.238) 
      Pakistan telecom advertised via BGP 208.65.153.0/24
      Result: Pakistan got all of Youtube traffic for 2 hours!
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TCP
   Divides application data to be communicated into 
   packets, adds sequence numbers, handles source
   and destination IP addresses (not hardware addresses)
   with IP header.  Ensures all packets sent are received 
   in the correct order
   

Has port information



  

TCP/IP
   Packets can be sniffed

   FTP, TELNET, POP, IMAP can send passwords in the clear

      IMAP without encryption uses port 143 
      SSL/TLS encrypted IMAP uses port 993 

      POP without encryption uses port 110 
      SSL/TLS encrypted POP uses port 995

      SMTP without encryption uses port 25 
      SSL/TLS encrypted SMTP uses port 465
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TCP/IP
   Each TCP/IP layer imposes limits regarding the number
   of TCP connections waiting for a port (usually small) and
   therefore service. Normal handshake for entry is as follows:

   If no ACK is received in 75 sec the request is cancelled.
   If SYN/ACK goes to wrong machine, RST is sent instead.
   Bad guy uses bogus address, never responds to SYN/ACK.
   The result is denial of service.
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TCP
   Initial sequence numbers are random.  Otherwise attacker
   can create a TCP session on behalf of a forged IP address

   
    SYN: uses victim's source address
    SYN/ACK: destination is the victim, seq number is server's
    ACK: uses victim's source address, 
             server sequence number is predicted? - no, random

    Server thinks command is coming from Victim
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TCP
   Initial sequence numbers are random.  Otherwise attacker
   can cause Denial of Service

    - Sends reset packet to close connections
    - Even if SN cannot be guessed, random numbers will
      work if reset packet send rate is high enough 
    - Attack is most effective against long lived connections
      e.g. BGP

   However, RNG in some OSes generates predictable 
   sequences of numbers
    - Attacker repeatedly connects to Server 
    - Obtains sequence of random numbers
    - Can predict next sequence number
    - Attacker performs DoS as above
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UDP
   Unreliable connection used to send short messages
   with no expectation of reply.  Useful for time updates, 
   packet routing information, DNS queries (reply is needed),
   configuring network devices.

   



  

DNS (Domain Name Server)
   

   0  IP addr query - gauss
   1. request for gauss.ececs.uc.edu
   2. redirect to UC DNS
   3. request for gauss.ececs.uc.edu
   4. redirect to EECS DNS
   5. request for gauss.ececs.uc.edu
   6. 10.52.10.253

   DNS servers may cache the result for some time
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DNS (Domain Name Server)
   DNS servers may cache the result for some time
   Example: google-public-dns-a.google.com

https://developers.google.com/speed/public-dns 

Provider Primary DNS Secondary DNS
Google 8.8.8.8 8.8.4.4
Quad9 9.9.9.9 149.112.112.112
OpenDNS home 208.67.222.222 208.67.220.220
Cloudflare 1.1.1.1 1.0.0.1
CleanBrowsing 185.228.168.9 185.228.169.9
Alternate DNS 76.76.19.19 76.223.122.150
AdGuard DNS 94.140.14.14 94.140.15.15
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DNS (Domain Name Server)
   Root Level DNS servers are operated by
   Verisign
   University of Southern California
   Cogent
   University of Maryland
   NASA AMES Research Center
   Internet Systems Consortium
   US DoD
   US Army Research Lab
   Netnod
   Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
   WIDE

   Try: on gauss.ececs.uc.edu – nslookup -type=any uc.edu
host -a uc.edu
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DNS (Domain Name Server)
   DNS responses are cached
      - Quick response for repeated translations
      - Useful for finding servers as well as addresses
           - name server records for domains

   DNS negative queries are cached
      - Save time for nonexistent sites, e.g. misspelling

   Cached data periodically times out
      - Lifetime (TTL) of data controlled by owner of data
      - TTL passed with every record

 - in seconds
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DNS Vulnerabilities
   Interception of DNS packets
      - Response may be from an attacker

      - Attacker can use BGP vulnerability to hijack route
        to a legitimate DNS

      - DNSsec (DNS security extension protocol) exists
        but is not generally used so there is no authentication

   DNS cache poisoning
      - corrupt data is inserted into the DNS cache database

      - attacker sends forged responses from imposter DNS 
        to reroute a domain name to a different IP address
        which is a server controlled by the attacker

      - attacker goal is to get the corrupt data cached

      - used for: spreading worms, DoS, M-in-M

      - can also be fixed by using DNSsec
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DNS Vulnerabilities
   DNS cache poisoning outline
      Assume:
         target has address victim.com
         target's nameserver is ns.victim.com
         attacker's nameserver address is w.x.y.z
         attacker can guess when a DNS cache entry times out
            and a query has been sent 
         attacker can beat other responders
      A DNS server asks for address records in attacker.com
         attacker.com IN A
      Attacker responds with this:
         Does not provide an address
         Authority Section: attacker.com … IN NS ns.victim.com
         Additional Section: ns.victim.com  IN A w.x.y.z
      The DNS server caches w.x.y.z = ns.victim.com 
      Try dig +authority localhost (SOA = start of authority)
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DNS Vulnerabilities
   DNS cache poisoning notable occurrences
      2005 
         Ownership of panix.com was hijacked to a site in 
         Australia, DNS records moved to UK, email moved to
         Canada – Panix is an ISP in New York    
              http://www.theregister.co.uk/2005/01/17/panix_domain_hijack/ 

      2016
         Amazon, Twitter, Spotify, Airbnb, others servers were
         unavailable for a time
         Oracle Dyn anycast servers were hit with DoS attack 
         Google and other public DNS providers rely on Dyn
         Netizens unable to access sites using Dyn for DNS
              https://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/10/21/dns_devastation_as_dyn_dies_under_denialofservice_attack/  
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Summary
   Core protocols are not designed with security in mind
      susceptible to eavesdropping, packet injection,
      route stealing, DNS poisoning 

      Patches, workarounds exist in some cases – 
         e.g. use of random TCP sequence numbers

   Newer extensions may be used instead
      IPSec, DNSsec, SBGP  
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